What folks are saying about Mark Lemaire and Twilight:
“It was an impeccable performance. Never have I witnessed such control
of the steel stringed guitar’s sound. This was a flawless show.”
–Mark Twang, Folkways Recordings
“Your music took the audience to a new level, a spiritual level that is
unusual and rare. I definitely want you back to make your magic once again.”
-Harold Adler, Berkeley Art House Concert Series
“Mark has elegant performer's timing onstage, never a moment out of place.
He’s also a good songwriter and to call him a remarkable player would be a considerable
understatement-- just about nobody I know is doing what he can do on the guitar.”
-Carol Denney- songwriter and political activist
GUITAR PERFECTION! In addition to the amazing writing and the virtuosic execution, this CD is,
quite simply, long-term listenable. I tire easily of "twangy" guitar and "sameness" in guitar
albums-- but “Rubato” stays in my rotation month after month. It is beautiful and varied.”
-George Osner, CD Baby "Rubato" review
“I've seen a lot of acts, but the harmonies of these two are so aligned and balanced,
I felt as though I got an audio 'tune up' inside me after listening to their songs."
-Kiki Wow, Music Host & Promoter for Carmel Valley
“Mark is a musical revelation. If you fail to attend one of Mark’s shows you are
depriving yourself of one of the main reasons we souls incarnate on our beloved Earth
—to realize beauty. It is a rare privilege to encounter original material of this stature”.
-Don Villa, concert promoter, Berkeley, CA
“Mark Lemaire is one exceptional guitarist and songwriter, no doubt about it. And the stellar
harmonies of Twilight simply mesmerize, silencing the audience who hang on every note.”
-Kiki Wow, Music Host & Promoter for Carmel Valley
“He is intent and concentrating on his music- he closes his piercing blue eyes as if that would help
him perform better, or better express what he is trying to communicate.
This is music of the quality that many people aspire to.”
-Point Richmond Voice
“I can listen to your songs and presentation for long periods of time. Why?
The song themes resonate with my life experience.”
-David Mears, audience member
“Thanks for the beautiful, real, and exquisite musical gifts the other night.
In addition to great skill you come straight from the heart”.
-Philip Rosheger classical guitarist and composer, former pupil of Andres Segovia
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